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1. INTR~D~~TI~N 
The main purpose of this paper is to describe the Poincare resolution of 
the standard homogeneous coordinate ring, A, of the Grassmannian %& of 
d-planes in affrne n-space over a field K of characteristic zero. The Poincare 
resolution of the graded algebra A = xm B O A,, is the minimal A-free resolu- 
tion, IF’, of the A-module K= A/A + , where A + = Cm,O A,, and (iFD),, = 
A@,TortI(K, K); the modules H,,(A)=Tori(K, K) are called the 
Poincare modules of A. The Poincare modules of a graded algebra are 
themselves graded and we shall see in this note that for the Grassmannian, 
each graded module H,(A) is concentrated precisely in degree M, or 
equivalently, that the Poincare resolution of A is linear. The Poincare 
modules of ,4 have an additional structure arising from the natural action 
of the general linear group G = GL,(K) on the graded algebra A. This 
action makes each H,(A) into a G-module and plays a key role in our 
analysis of the Poincare resolution. 
Under the natural action of G= GIL,(K) on A =C,n20 A,,, the 
homogeneous components A, are known to be the irreducible G-modules 
Lclm = Ldm( V), where Ldpn( V) is the Schur functor, on the standard 
G-module V = K”, associated to the rectangular partition d”’ = (d, . . . . d) in 
Z”‘. (See [6] for a construction of Schur functors and for other references. 
A description of the homogeneous coordinate ring of the Grassmannian, 
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along with references for other treatments, can be found in [S].) What we 
shall do in this note is exhibit, for each nz > 0, a finite acyclic complex B” 
of finite dimensional G-modules and show that the homology modules 
H,(B”‘) lit into G-equivariant exact sequences of the form 
o+Ho(B’“)+L,~Ho(B”-‘)+Ld2@Ho(Bm-2)+ ... 
+Lg?-l@Ho(B’)-tLp+O (*) 
for every m > 0. Identifying Ldk with the homogeneous component Ak of 
the algebra A, one has only to check that for each k> 1 the map 
A,@H”(B(“-k )-L4k+l@Ho(5m-k-1) 
in (*)m is induced from the first map 
ff”w-k )jAl~Ho(5’+k-1j 
in the sequence (*)nZ-k by multiplication in A to prove that the Poincart 
resolution of A is the graded complex 
. . -AOHo(B3)~.40Ho(~~)~AOHo(B~)~A-,K-r0 
whose homogeneous strand in degree m is the complex in (*)m. From this 
it follows immediately that the H,(B”) are the Poincare modules H,,,(A) 
and also that the Poincare resolution of A is linear. 
For 1112 2 the complex 8’” is a resolution of length (y j - m + 1 of the 
G-module Ho(Bm) = H,,(A) by direct sums of tensor products of the 
exterior powers of V (the fundamental representations of G). In the case 
m= 1, lEEi is the trivial complex 0 + Ad( V) 40 which resolves the 
irreducible G-module HI (A) = A, = Ld( V) = A”( V). Our initial work on 
determining the Poincart modules H,(A), using the type of counting 
techniques described in [7], led us to suspect that H,(A) was closely 
related to the (m - 1)-boundaries of a resolution VV(dm), of length (T), of 
the irreducible G-module A, = Ldm( V) by direct sums of tensor products 
of exterior powers of EC From this relationship it seemed as though the 
Poincare resolution of A should be linear. The linearity of the Poincart 
resolution was then established independently by R. Buchweitz and 
J. Weyman in all characteristics, but an explicit description of H,(A) was 
still missing.’ It turns out that the complex W(d”) carries a natural 
(G-equivariant) filtration of length m whose EJj, term is precisely the 
t Since writing this article, explicit descriptions here have been found by Anick and Rota, 
and by Y. Kobayashi, as reported to us by M. Hashimoto, in arbitrary characteristic. 
However, our description and method of proof also gives us the minimal resolution of the 
tautological bundle over the Grassmannian, and we feel it is of some independent interest. 
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complex B” mentioned above and whose E’ term collapses to the linear 
strand (*),,? of degree m of the Poincare resolution of A, but with the initial 
term Ldnp suppressed. 
The complexes W(P) belong to a more general family of resolutions 
VV(;l) of the irreducible G-modules L,(V) associated to arbitrary partitions 
1. = (A,, . . . . A,). In this note we make use of the constructions of these types 
of complexes given in [l-3] where the complexes V’(d) correspond to 
what we refer to as V%‘(A). Complexes of similar nature can also be found 
in [l&12]. 
2. THE POINCAR~ RESOLUTION 
In order to obtain our resolution, we must first recall some basic facts 
and follow that with a few simple observations. 
If A = (Ai) .,.) A,) is any partition, the Giambelli identity tells us that, in 
the Grothendieck ring of GL( V)-modules, the class of L,( V) is equal to the 
determinant of the m xm matrix Y(A)= (A”;+j-‘V) (see [4,5]). It was 
shown in [2, 121 that there is an acyclic complex, V%‘(A), whose terms are 
the summands in the determinantal expansion of this matrix, and such that 
H,(W(A)) = L,( If). Thus the class of L,(V) is realized as the Euler- 
Poincari: characteristic of VV(nl(n) in the Grothendieck ring. 
To be more explicit, let 
where S,, is the permutation group on (1, . . . . m}, and ((~2) denotes the 
length of the permutation, 11’. Since /(NJ) d (5) for all H’ E S,, Wj( A) is 
defined for 0 < i < (T) and VW(A) is an acyclic complex 
of length (y) whose zeroth homology is L,(V). We will be relying on the 
description of the G-equivariant boundary maps from Vi(A) into Bfj-, (J.) 
given in [2, 31. For convenience, let us denote the term AA1+“‘(ii-‘( V)@ . . . 
@A Ltn+“‘(‘n)--m( V) by I+‘(& w). Then W,(A) is the direct sum C W(A, 10) 
over all permutations u’ E S, of length i, and the restriction of the bound- 
ary map to IV(A, w) with l(,v) = i has its image in C IV(A, 1.~1’) where 
summation is over all )t” E S,, of length i - 1 such that kt:’ < IV in the Bruhat 
order. Each of the components of the map from W(A, ~2) into IV(A: 1~‘) is 
further described in [2, 31 in terms of a sign S(RJ, H”) and an appropriate 
element of Shapovalov. 
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We now make a few observations about determinants in general, and 
some special determinants in particular. 
Let Y= (JJ~) be an m x m matrix over any commutative ring (e.g., 
the Grothendieck ring of GL( Qmodules). Then, as usual det( Y) = 
)3 ,BE.snl (-l)n’YIL”(l).‘.l)nul’(lll). However, we can break up this sum as 
det(Y)= c (-ljW)‘lw(l)...Ym,o(nr) 
+ C (-1)“‘4’1~~(lj’-‘Ym~~~(m) 
II’ E s, - 2 x Rf 
+ M Es,;Q,m, (- 1)“’ Ylnfl) ... E’m+lI 
’ I m 
+ ,u,;mm* (-1)” J’lw(l) “‘YW(,J, 
“8 
where at,-’ is the subset of S, consisting of the permutations, )v, of 
(m-k + 1, . . . . nr> such that IV( {m - k + 1, . . . . m-k + I}) g {m-k + 1, . . . . 
m - k + I> for 0 d Id k - 1. In particular, Qz -I is the set of w  E S, such 
that w( { 1, . . . . I)) Q? (1, . . . . Z} for l=O, . . . . m- 1. 
This far from earth-shaking observation serves a useful purpose when we 
consider the matrices Y(d’“). For notational convenience, let us simply 
write the letter p for the module APV. With this notation, the matrix Y(d’“) 
looks like 
Y(d”) = 
/ d d+l d+2 ... d+m-1 
d+ 1 ... d+m-2 
1 d+l ... d+m-3 
i 
d-l d 
d-2 d- 
d-m+1 ... 
d+l 
d-l d 
We have seen that the terms of the complex VV(dm) are made up of the 
terms in the determinantal expansion of Y(d”). We will put a filtration on 
VV(dnz) by setting 
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for p= -1, . . ..n+ 1. (We set S,X.Q~~’ equal to !2zP’ and S,+, x52:, 
equal to S,, _ i .) 
By the remarks we made about the boundary map of w(P), we see that 
FP(,VV(d’n)) is a subcomplex of FP+ r(W(d’“)). We also note that F-, = 0 
and F, _ I = W(d”). 
Now we define the complex IEP to be F,,,+ l(W(d’“))~F,,~z(VV(d”)) 
translated by M - 1, i.e., 
It is easy to see that, in general, 
(FplFp- l)i=O for i<p. 
Thus (D))z)i=O for i<O; we also have (B"jj=O for i>(y)-m+ 1, since 
(Wi(d'~j)i=O for i>(y). In general, we see that 
Up to this point we have really not used the very special form of the 
matrix Y(dm). That is, we could always define for any partition 2 of length 
m, the corresponding filtration F,(W(/1)) for p = - 1, 0, 1, . . . . m - 1. 
However, because of the fact that d” is a rectangular partition we can 
recognize the E” term of this filtration, namely, 
for p =O, 1, . . . . m - 1. For we note that the upper left (m-p + 1) x 
(nz- p+ 1) submatrix of Y(dm) is Y(dmPPP’), while its complementary 
lower right matrix is Y(dP+ I). Th ese observations together with the 
description of the boundary maps of W(d”) as given in [3] allow us to 
deduce that as a complex each Ei = F,/F,- i is isomorphic to the tensor 
product complex VV(d’+P1)@Bp+‘, for p=O, 1, . . . . nz- 1. A straight- 
forward analysis of the E’ and E * terms of the spectral sequence associated 
to the filtration {FP(W(dm)]p of the acyclic complex W(d’n), using 
induction on m, shows that B” is acyclic and that the E1 term collapses to 
an acyclic complex of the form 
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with homology E& z L,,. It now follows easily from the recipe for the 
boundary maps of W(d”) given in [3] that the E’ differentials 
are homogeneous components of boundary maps in the Poincare 
resolution of A. Thus we have: 
THEOREM 2.1. Let K be a field of characteristic zero, A be the coordinate 
ring of the Grassnzannian $,,, and B” be the acyclic complexes described 
above. Then the Poincar& modules H, (A) are the homology modules HO ( W’) 
and the Poincard resolution of A is linear. 
The Grothendieck ring of polynomial representations. of 
GL,(K) = GL( V) is naturally isomorphic to the ring of symmetric func- 
tions in n-variables, with the exterior powers Ak( V) corresponding to the 
elementary symmetric polynomials ek(x,, . . . . x,). (See [4] or [5] for more 
details.) Taking the generalized Euler-Poincare characteristic of the 
complex B” in the Grothendieck ring, we obtain a character formula 
for H,,,(A) in terms of the elementary symmetric polynomials: 
COROLLARY 2.2. [H,(A)]=~,,..,m(--1)1’““e,,+,,i,,_,...e,m+.,,,)~,,. 
The ordinary Euler-Poincare characteristic of B” gives us a formula for the 
dimension of H,(A) in terms of the binomial coefficients (;) = dim A”(V): 
COROLLARY 2.3. 
3. TAUTOLOGICAL BUNDLE 
Recall that the tautological bundle over the Grassmannian c?& 
corresponds to the graded A-module, Q, which is the cokernel of the map 
A OK Ad+ ‘V -+ A OK V induced by 
d: Ad+’ V-+AdV@V=A1@V, 
where d is the indicated component of the diagonal map on AV. It is easy 
to see that Q, = LCdn,,lj( V) for m 3 1. If we let A = (d”, l), we obtain the 
filtration Fp (VW(n)) as described in Section 2, and we may again define a 
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complex @” to be F,,- JFmz translated by 172 - 1. Because id’“, 1) is such a 
special partition, it is easy to describe the E” term of this filtration, namely, 
E;,,rr (W(dmPP-l, l)@@J’+‘q. 
The argument used in Section 2 now gives us the result: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let K be a field of characteristic zero, A the coordinate 
ring of the Grassmannian gd3,, and Cm2 the acyclic complexes described above. 
Then the terms of the minimal resolution over A of the tautological bundle 
Q are given by the homology, modules Ho(P), atzd this resolution is linear. 
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